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QUESTION 1

View the exhibit, which contains the output of diagnose sys session list, and then answer the question below. 

If the HA ID for the primary unit is zero (0), which statement is correct regarding the output? 

A. This session is for HA heartbeat traffic. 

B. This session is synced with the slave unit. 

C. The inspection of this session has been offloaded to the slave unit. 

D. This session cannot be synced with the slave unit. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

What events are recorded in the crashlogs of a FortiGate device? (Choose two.) 

A. A process crash. 

B. Configuration changes. 

C. Changes in the status of any of the FortiGuard licenses. 

D. System entering to and leaving from the proxy conserve mode. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3



Examine the output of the `get router info ospf interface\\' command shown in the exhibit; then answer the question
below. 

Which statements are true regarding the above output? (Choose two.) 

A. The port4 interface is connected to the OSPF backbone area. 

B. The local FortiGate has been elected as the OSPF backup designated router. 

C. There are at least 5 OSPF routers connected to the port4 network. 

D. Two OSPF routers are down in the port4 network. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 4

What is the purpose of an internal segmentation firewall (ISFW)? 

A. It inspects incoming traffic to protect services in the corporate DMZ. 

B. It is the first line of defense at the network perimeter. 

C. It splits the network into multiple security segments to minimize the impact of breaches. 



D. It is an all-in-one security appliance that is placed at remote sites to extend the enterprise network. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Four FortiGate devices configured for OSPF connected to the same broadcast domain. The first unit is elected as the
designated router The second unit is elected as the backup designated router Under normal operation, how many OSPF
full adjacencies are formed to each of the other two units? 

A. 1 

B. 2 

C. 3 

D. 4 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

A FortiGate device has the following LDAP configuration: The LDAP user student cannot authenticate. The exhibit
shows the output of the authentication real time debug while testing the student account: 



Based on the above output, what FortiGate LDAP settings must the administer check? (Choose two.) 

A. cnid. 

B. username. 

C. password. 

D. dn. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 7

Examine the following partial outputs from two routing debug commands; then answer the question below. 

# get router info kernel 

tab=254 vf=0 scope=0type=1 proto=11 prio=0 0.0.0.0/0.0.0.0/0->0.0.0.0/0 pref=0.0.0.0 

gwy=10.200.1.254 dev=2(port1) 

tab=254 vf=0 scope=0type=1 proto=11 prio=10 0.0.0.0/0.0.0.0/0->0.0.0.0/0 pref=0.0.0.0 

gwy=10.200.2.254 dev=3(port2) 

tab=254 vf=0 scope=253type=1 proto=2 prio=0 0.0.0.0/0.0.0.0/.->10.0.1.0/24 pref=10.0.1.254 



gwy=0.0.0.0 dev=4(port3) 

# get router info routing-table all s*0.0.0.0/0 [10/0] via 10.200.1.254, portl [10/0] via 10.200.2.254, port2, 

[10/0] dO.0.1.0/24 is directly connected, port3 dO.200.1.0/24 is directly connected, portl d0.200.2.0/24 is 

directly connected, port2 Which outbound interface or interfaces will be used by this FortiGate to route web traffic from
internal users to the Internet? 

A. port! 

B. port2. 

C. Both portl and port2. 

D. port3. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

In which of the following states is a given session categorized as ephemeral? (Choose two.) 

A. A TCP session waiting to complete the three-way handshake. 

B. A TCP session waiting for FIN ACK. 

C. A UDP session with packets sent and received. 

D. A UDP session with only one packet received. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 9

View the exhibit, which contains the partial output of an IKE real-time debug, and then answer the question below. 



Why didn\\'t the tunnel come up? 

A. The pre-shared keys do not match. 

B. The remote gateway\\'s phase 2 configuration does not match the local gateway\\'s phase 2 configuration. 

C. The remote gateway\\'s phase 1 configuration does not match the local gateway\\'s phase 1 configuration. 

D. The remote gateway is using aggressive mode and the local gateway is configured to use man mode. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

An administrator cannot connect to the GIU of a FortiGate unit with the IP address 10.0.1.254. The administrator runs
the debug flow while attempting the connection using HTTP. The output of the debug flow is shown in the exhibit: 



Based on the error displayed by the debug flow, which are valid reasons for this problem? (Choose two.) 

A. HTTP administrative access is disabled in the FortiGate interface with the IP address 10.0.1.254. 

B. Redirection of HTTP to HTTPS administrative access is disabled. 

C. HTTP administrative access is configured with a port number different than 80. 

D. The packet is denied because of reverse path forwarding check. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 11

An LDAP user cannot authenticate against a FortiGate device. Examine the real time debug output shown in the exhibit
when the user attempted the authentication; then answer the question below. 

Based on the output in the exhibit, what can cause this authentication problem? 



A. User student is not found in the LDAP server. 

B. User student is using a wrong password. 

C. The FortiGate has been configured with the wrong password for the LDAP administrator. 

D. The FortiGate has been configured with the wrong authentication schema. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

View the exhibit, which contains the output of a real-time debug, and then answer the question below. 

Which of the following statements is true regarding this output? (Choose two.) 

A. This web request was inspected using the root web filter profile. 

B. FortiGate found the requested URL in its local cache. 

C. The requested URL belongs to category ID 52. 

D. The web request was allowed by FortiGate. 

Correct Answer: BC 
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